Abstract-Most existing Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Video-on-Demand (VoD) systems have been designed and optimized for the sequential playback. In practice, users often want to seek to the positions they are interested in. Such frequent seeks raise greater challenges to the design of the prefetching scheme. In this work, we first propose the concept of guided seeks. With the guidance, users can perform more efficient seeks to the desired positions. The guidance can be obtained from collective seeking statistics of other peers who have watched the same title in the previous and/or concurrent sessions. However, it is very challenging to aggregate the statistics efficiently, timely and in a completely distributed way. We design the hybrid sketches that not only capture the seeking statistics at significantly reduced space and time complexity, but also adapt to the popularity of the video. From the collected seeking statistics, we estimate the segment access probability, based on which we further develop an optimal prefetching scheme and an optimal cache replacement policy to minimize the expected seeking delay at every viewing position. Through extensive simulations, we demonstrate that the proposed prefetching framework significantly reduces the seeking delay compared to the sequential prefetching scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH advances in broadband Internet access technology, media streaming services have become increasingly popular. Video-on-Demand (VoD) streaming is one of such services where videos are delivered to asynchronous users with minimal delay and free interactivity. Traditionally, the VoD service is deployed in the client/server architecture. However, this centralized architecture cannot scale to a large population of users due to the limited upload capacity from the server [1] . Recently, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technology has become a promising approach to provide VoD streaming service [2] - [5] to a huge number of the users over a global area.
Most of the existing work on P2P-based VoD systems [6] , [7] has made an implicit assumption that a user who has joined a streaming session would keep on watching till it leaves or fails the session. This assumption excludes flexible VCR functionalities from VoD systems to make the system design simple. Unfortunately, based on the analysis of a large amount of real user viewing logs, we found that users usually do not play the video successively and passively. Instead, users perform seeks quite frequently [8] . The frequent seeking behaviors have also been observed in GridCast [9] , a real P2P VoD system deployed in China since 2006. The reasons for these seeking behaviors are 1) some users may feel that the current segment is boring, so they jump away from it; 2) some users may not have sufficient time to watch the whole video and just want to browse the exciting or interesting segments.
In the P2P VoD applications, the frequent seeks pose a great challenge on the playback continuity, which can be measured with the seeking delay, defined as the interval between the time when a segment is requested and the time when the segment is ready for playback. Ideally, we would like to have a zero seeking delay, such that we can view any segment in the video anytime without any interruption. To achieve a zero seeking delay, each segment has to be fetched prior to its playback time. Prefetching scheme prefetches one or multiple segments while the current segment is being played. It turns out to increase the playback continuity [11] . However, most of the existing systems assume that users watch the video sequentially without any seek. Therefore, they use sequential prefetching schemes [11] , [12] , in which each peer prefetches the segments next to the current segment in a sequential order. In the VoD applications with random seeks, the next position the peer will access may not be the segment next to the current segment, it will be probably any segment in the whole video. Therefore, the sequential prefetching scheme does not work well if the peers perform seeks frequently. The prefetching scheme in P2P VoD systems with frequent seeks needs to predict the access probability and then prefetch the appropriate segments.
Some existing work [5] , [10] has discussed how to handle the random seeks in P2P VoD applications. However, they have assumed that the seeking behaviors are unpredictable, and a peer may jump to any position with a uniform probability distribution. Different from their work [5] , [10] , we propose the concept of guided seeks in this paper. A guided seek is different from a random seek in that it is performed based on the segment access information, which is learned from the seeking statistics in the previous and/or concurrent sessions. Typically, the popular segments are visited more frequently, thus the access count of a segment approximately reflects its popularity. With guidance, users can jump to the desired positions in the video quickly and efficiently. For example, a user watching an on-demand soccer match may want to just watch the segments with goals. However, he or she does not know where the scenes with goals are. In the VoD applications with guidance, the system can provide an indicating bar of the segment popularity in the media player, with a grey scale indicating the degree of the popularity for each segment. This user can just drag the progress bar to the position in dark color since the segment in dark color is popular, thus containing the goal scenes with a higher probability. In addition to segment popularity, other information, such as user tags, user ratings, and interest groups, can be collected to guide users in performing efficient seeks.
In order to provide guidance to users, we need to obtain the segment access probability. The segment access probability is a 2-D Probability Density Function (PDF), denoted as , representing the probability that a user performs a seek from the start segment to the destination segment .
can be learned from the seeking statistics in the previous and/or concurrent sessions. In a centralized VoD system, a server can be used to collect the seeking statistics. However, it overloads the burden of the server and introduces a single point of failure. Nevertheless, collecting the seeking statistics in distributed P2P networks is a nontrivial task. There are two major challenges: 1) the message size grows linearly with the number of the collected seeking statistics; 2) the duplicate statistics cause an inaccuracy in the estimation of the segment access probability, hence we should avoid the double-counting problem in the statistics collection.
In this paper, we propose an optimal prefetching framework in P2P VoD applications with guided seeks. The proposed framework is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of two modules: the seeking statistics aggregation and the optimal prefetching scheme. In the seeking statistics aggregation, we represent the seeking statistics with the hybrid sketches to prevent the message size from growing linearly. The peer retrieves a set of random neighbors from the tracker, and then gossips the hybrid sketches with them. Based on the aggregated seeking statistics, the peer estimates the segment access probability , which is used for the design of the optimal prefetching scheme, and is also used to guide the user to perform efficient seeks. The module of the optimal prefetching scheme takes the segment access probability as input, and then determines the optimal segments for prefetching and the optimal cache replacement policy.
Our contributions in this paper are listed as follows.
1)
We propose the concept of guided seeks in P2P VoD applications. Users can perform quick and efficient seeks with the guidance of the segment access probability. They can easily seek to the positions that they are interested in. 2) We design a hybrid sketch, an integration of the enumeration and Flajolet-Martin (FM) sketch [13] , to represent the seeking statistics to reduce the space complexity and time complexity in the information aggregation. 3) We propose an optimal prefetching scheme and an optimal cache replacement policy to minimize the expected seeking delay at the current viewing position. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss the related work. In Section III, we describe the proposed approach to aggregate the seeking statistics in distributed P2P networks. The optimal prefetching scheme is presented in Section IV. The simulation results are given in Section V. Section VI discusses the practical issues, and Section VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Random seek is one of the most important functionalities in VoD applications. There is much work on the overlay construction with resilience to random seeks. The overlay can be constructed in tree structures, such as P2VoD [2] and oStream [4] , or mesh structures [5] , [14] . Most of them organize the overlay based on the play progress [5] , [14] , such that the peers can forward the recently played content to the followers. Other P2P VoD architectures place the segments of the video on peer storage [10] , [15] . When a peer jumps to a new position, it can locate the owner of the new segment by looking up the Distributed Hash Table (DHT) [10] . Ring-assisted overlay topology, called RINDY, has been proposed in [16] . In RINDY, a peer can implement fast relocation for random seeks by maintaining some near neighbors and remote neighbors in a set of concentric rings.
The file popularity has been used to design the strategy of file distribution in P2P networks. In Push-to-Peer VoD [17] , the video file is proactively pushed to peers to increase content availability and improve the use of peer uplink bandwidth. In [18] , an optimization methodology is introduced to replicate and replace files as a function of their popularity to maximize file availability in P2P content distribution. Different from file distribution, our work focuses on the prefetching scheme in the segment levels. Moreover, previous work typically uses static file popularity model [18] , which is not practical since the actual popularity varies with time. In VMesh [10] , a popularity-based segment storage scheme is proposed for P2P VoD applications. Our work is different from it in the following: 1) VMesh [10] uses a 1-D segment popularity , in which the popularity of segment is determined by the number of accesses to that segment, regardless of the start position of the access, while our work uses a 2-D segment access probability , in which is dependent on the number of accesses from segment to segment . 2) VMesh [10] uses segment popularity to maintain the balance between the supplies and demands of segments over the whole network, while the objective of our work is to dynamically minimize the seeking delay at each individual peer by utilizing the segment access probability.
Prefetching is an effective approach to reduce the waiting time for an object in the applications of file transfers and media streaming. In [19] , the authors optimize the speculative prefetching scheme by solving a stretched knapsack problem. In [20] , a prefetching algorithm with low computational complexity is proposed to minimize the expected waiting time of document retrieval. In P2P streaming applications, Sharma et al. [11] have proposed a distributed prefetching protocol where peers prefetch and store portions of the streaming media ahead of their playback time. Shen et al. [12] have examined a prefetching scheme in P2P VoD applications such that the client peer can tap the reservoir of the prefetched bits while searching for a replacement serving peer. However, these prefetching schemes assume that the peers do the sequential playback without any seek. The previous work in [8] develops an optimized prefetching scheme by minimizing the expected seeking distance taking into account the user viewing pattern. There are three major differences between our work and the work in [8] . First, 1-D segment popularity, which captures only the access count of the destination segments, is used in [8] to optimize the prefetching scheme, while our work uses 2-D segment access probability, considering both the start position and destination position of a seeking behavior. Second, the work in [8] collects the seeking statistics using a centralized server, which is a nonscalable approach. In this paper, we represent the seeking statistics with hybrid sketches and collect the seeking information in a distributed manner. Third, we dynamically update the cache set in an optimal way, while the cache update problem has not been investigated in [8] .
Many approaches have been reported in the field of distributed information aggregation [21] - [23] . A Bloom filter is a simple space-efficient randomized data structure for representing a set in order to support membership queries [24] . To enable the deletion of a hashed element, the counting Bloom filter [25] is introduced. Each entry in the counting Bloom filter is a small counter rather than a bit as in the Bloom filter. FM sketch can be used to approximately count the distinct elements in a multiset [13] . Count-Min sketch is introduced by Cormode and Muthukrishnan [26] for accurately estimating the frequency of an element on a stream. Information aggregation with sketches has been applied in many applications, such as data aggregation in wireless sensor networks [27] and search in distributed P2P networks [28] .
III. SEEKING STATISTICS AGGREGATION
We describe the seeking statistics aggregation in this section and the optimal prefetching scheme in the next section, respectively. The notations used in this paper are summarized in Table I .
In the seeking statistics aggregation, we use gossip protocol to aggregate the information because 1) gossip protocol is robust to peer dynamics, and 2) many P2P live streaming [32] or P2P VoD systems [16] employ gossip protocol to exchange media content. In our framework, gossip occurs periodically. In each round of random gossip, every peer talks to one or more randomly selected neighbors and exchanges the information with is the number of the peers, all the peers can obtain the global information with a high probability [29] .
A video is uniformly divided into segments, each segment has a length of . We assume a segment is the smallest unit in the time scale. A peer can either play a segment or skip it. A seeking behavior is characterized by the start segment, denoted by , and the destination segment, denoted by . The sequential playback is a special seeking behavior, in which . A seeking behavior contains two variables. To reduce the number of the variables, we map a seeking behavior into a corresponding seeking type , which is given by
A peer collects the seeking statistics in the P2P network and put them into a data stream. The data stream at peer is denoted by , which contains a series of seeking records . The seeking record corresponding to seeking type is denoted by a set , where is a unique seek ID which can be formed as the concatenation of the peer ID and the sequence number generated by this peer. For example, peer 4 maintains a data stream as , in which seeking record records two seeks ( and 4) associated with seeking type 1, and seeking record records nine seeks corresponding to seeking type 3. In gossip-based information aggregation, there are risks that a peer may receive duplicate information. By carrying the seek IDs in each seeking record, we can avoid the double-counting problem.
A. Intuitive Approach
We first examine an intuitive approach, in which each peer exchanges each of the seeking records in its data stream with its neighbors via gossips. In the intuitive approach, the procedure of information exchange between the seeking record at peer and the seeking record at peer is as follows. First, peer sorts its seek IDs in the seeking record . Second, peer searches each seek ID in its seeking record , and puts the seek ID into if it has not appeared in . The intuitive approach can accurately aggregate the information. However, the space complexity and time complexity is large. Let denote the average number of seek IDs for a seeking type at peer , denote the number of the seeking types in the data stream at peer . For the information aggregation between two peers (e.g., peer and peer ), the time complexity at peer is . The space to store the data stream at peer is , where denotes the number of seek IDs in seeking record , and is the number of the bits used to represent a seek ID. We can see that the space requirement is linearly scaling with the number of the seek IDs.
B. The Proposed Hybrid Sketches
To reduce the apace and time complexity, we design hybrid sketches to represent the data stream at each peer. Hybrid sketch is a modification from FM sketch [13] . A hybrid sketch is used to represent a seeking record. If the number of the seek IDs in a seeking record is no larger than a threshold , the hybrid sketch is the enumeration of the seek IDs in that seeking record. Otherwise, the hybrid sketch is a FM sketch, a compact representation of all the seek IDs in that seeking record.
FM sketch was introduced for estimating the number of distinct objects in a multiset in one pass while using only a small amount of space [13] . Given a multiset , the FM sketch of is a bitmap of bits. The bitmap length is given by , where is the number of distinct elements in the multiset. . If is the first element inserted into , the FM bitmap will be . Since duplicate elements just set the same bit regardless of the order of the insertion, FM sketch is Order-and-Duplicate-Insensitive (ODI).
To estimate the number of distinct elements from an FM sketch, the following approach is used. FM finds the first zero bit of the sketch from the least-significant bit. Let the position of this bit be . Then the number of distinct elements is estimated as [13] . To reduce the approximation error, Flajolet and Martin proposed a technique called Probabilistic Counting with Stochastic Averaging (PCSA) [13] . PCSA applies a second hash function to choose one of the bitmaps and performs the element insertion only to this bitmap. As a result, each bitmap is responsible for approximately distinct elements. The number of distinct elements estimated with PCSA is given by , where is the position of the first zero bit in bitmap [13] . PCSA FM sketch is efficient in wrapping a multiset of large number of elements into a matrix of bits. However, it is inefficient in representing a small number of elements in terms of space consumption. Moreover, the relative error is quite large if a FM sketch is used to represent a small number of elements. Therefore, we design a hybrid sketch to represent the seek IDs in a seeking record. The hybrid sketch is constructed as follows. If the number of seek IDs in a seeking record is less than (or equal to) a threshold , this seeking record is called a light seeking record, we will just enumerate all seek IDs into the hybrid sketch. On the other hand, the seeking record with the number of seek IDs larger than is called a heavy seeking record, the corresponding hybrid sketch is a FM sketch, wrapping all the seek IDs in the heavy seeking record into a matrix of bits. Each peer (e.g., peer ) maintains a set of hybrid sketches. Peer periodically updates its hybrid sketches as follows. First, peer inserts the data stream generated by itself since last update time into hybrid sketches. Second, peer asks the tracker to get random neighbors, and then performs pair-wise gossip with each of the neighbors respectively. In the pair-wise gossip with peer , peer gets the hybrid sketches from peer , and updates each of its hybrid sketches. If the hybrid sketch is the enumeration of seek IDs for the light seeking record, the update of the sketch is performed using the intuitive approach. If the hybrid sketch is the FM sketch for the heavy seeking record, the update is performed via bit-wise OR operation.
Let denote the number of the seeking records at peer . Among seeking records, the number of the light seeking records is , and the number of the heavy seeking records is . Let denote the average number of seek IDs in a light seeking record, and denote the average number of seek IDs in a heavy seeking record. If peer exchanges hybrid sketches with peer , the time complexity at peer is . If the intuitive approach is used, the time complexity at peer is . Since the number of the bitmaps is much smaller than , the information aggregation with the proposed hybrid sketches greatly reduces the time complexity compared to the intuitive approach. The space required to store the hybrid sketches at peer is given by , where denotes the set of the light seeking records at peer , is the number of the seek IDs in the seeking record , and is the maximum number of seek IDs in a heavy seeking record at peer . If the intuitive approach is used, the space requirement is given by , where is the set of the heavy seeking records. By setting an appropriate threshold , we can have . Therefore . In other words, the hybrid sketches require much smaller space compared to the intuitive approach.
C. Estimation of Segment Access Probability
After peer has collected sufficient seeking statistics, it can compute the segment access probability . First, peer estimates the access count for each seeking type from the corresponding hybrid sketch. Each seeking type is corresponding to a seeking behavior . Therefore, we actually have the access count for each seeking behavior . Let denote the access count of seeking behavior . The segment access probability from segment to segment is estimated by (2) The conditional access probability at the current segment is given by (3) IV. OPTIMAL PREFETCHING SCHEME
A. The Optimal Prefetching Scheme
After the segment access probability has been obtained, we can design the optimal prefetching scheme based on . Suppose that the peer is watching segment currently. After finish viewing segment , this peer may seek to any other position. In order for the continuous playback, it can prefetch the appropriate segments during the viewing time.
The video has a Constant Bit Rate (CBR) of , and the video is divided into segments. The viewing time of a segment is . Each segment has a fixed size . A segment is played right after it has been completely downloaded at this peer. We define a whole set as the set of all the segments in the video. The prefetching process when the peer is viewing segment is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The playback time of segment is denoted by . At , segment is ready for playback. However, the peer has been prefetching some other segments, which are useful for the future playback. The peer completes these ongoing downloads before it starts the next-round prefetching. So there is a gap between the prefteching time and the playback time of segment , which is called prefetching shift . After the peer finishes viewing segment , it will request a new segment (e.g., segment ) at time . The interval between the request time and the playback time of segment is denoted as seeking delay of segment . So the seeking delay is given by . Each peer maintains a cache set in its buffer, the downloaded segments are put into the cache set. The cached segments help to reduce the seeking delay. If all the segments are cached, the seeking delay is always zero no matter where the peer jumps. Moreover, the cached segments can be served to the other peers. In P2P applications, each peers is only willing to contribute a limited buffer resource. Therefore a peer can only cache a certain amount of the segments. Let denote the maximum number of the segments in the cache set. The cache set is dynamically updated due to the limited buffer capacity. The cache replacement is completed by every prefetching time. We will describe the cache replacement policy in the following subsection. The cache set during the interval from the prefetching time of segment to the prefetching time of the next segment is denoted as . The unavailable set contains the segments that are not in the cache set. The unavailable set is also varying with time. The unavailable set during the interval from the prefetching time of segment to the prefetching time of the next segment is denoted as . So we have . The download capacity of the receiving peer is denoted by . Each prefetched segment will be downloaded from the serving peers who are caching this segment. The receiving peer can retrieve the desired segment by downloading it from one or multiple serving peers. The upload capacity of segment is denoted as . Due to peer dynamics, the upload capacity of a segment varies with time. The receiving peer needs to estimate the upload capacity of each unavailable segment periodically. In P2P VoD applications, the upload capacity of segment is typically no larger than the download capacity, that is . The purpose of the prefetching scheme is to reduce the seeking delay. In the case without prefetching, the peer starts to download the requested segment after the seeking request is generated. Suppose that segment is being watched, the ex-pected seeking delay of the next requested segment (segment ) without prefetching is given by . If we prefetch some segments before the request time, the expected seeking delay can be reduced since some segments in the unavailable set have been downloaded completely or partially before the request time. Prefetching is performed between the prefetching time of segment and the request time of segment , this interval is defined as prefetching interval. All the segments in the unavailable set are the prefetching candidates. We allocate each of them a prefetching rate . In P2P applications, the bandwidth bottleneck typically occurs at the access links, therefore we have , and . We have assumed that , so the constraint covers both constraints. The minimum required rate to completely download a segment during the prefetching interval is given by . In order to fully utilize the download bandwidth, we limit the prefetching rate to no larger than , which is . Those segments allocated with a rate of will be prefetched completely by the request time of segment , while those allocated with a rate less than will be prefetched partially by the request time.
In the prefetching scheme, if the current segment is segment , we can calculate the expected seeking delay considering two different cases as follows.
1) If the requested segment is in the cache set , the seeking delay of segment will be 0. The probability of this case is . 2) If the requested segment is in the unavailable set , the prefetched part of segment during the prefetching interval is , the remaining part of segment will be downloaded at the upload capacity . Therefore, the seeking delay of segment is given by . Then, the expected seeking delay is given by (4) The first term in (4) represents the expected seeking delay without caching and prefetching. The second term represents the reduction of the expected seeking delay due to the cache set . The third term represents the reduction of the expected seeking delay caused by the prefetched part of the segments in the unavailable set .
The prefetching optimization problem is to minimize the expected seeking delay by optimally allocating the prefetching rate for each of the segments in the unavailable set. When the current segment is segment , the optimization problem can be mathematically formulated as follows. (5) where is the prefetching rate of segment in the unavailable set , is the upload capacity of segment , is the minimum rate to complete the download of a segment within the prefetching interval, and is the download capacity of the receiving peer.
We define an Access-probability to Upload-capacity Ratio (AUR) as , then the prefetching optimization problem is equivalent to the following:
The above problem is a Linear Programming (LP) problem, which can be solve efficiently using simplex method or interior point method [30] . By solving problem (6), we obtain the optimal prefetching rate for each segment in the unavailable set . If a segment is allocated with a zero prefetching rate, it will not be scheduled for prefetching.
Carefully observing problem (6), we find that the objective function is a weighted sum of the prefetching rate of each segment in the unavailable set. In order to maximize the objective function, the segment that has a larger AUR should be allocated with a larger rate within the constrained range. With this in mind, we derive a greedy rate allocation algorithm as follows.
1) Sort the segments in the unavailable set with respect to AUR in descending order. 2) Starting from the segment with the largest value of AUR, allocate as large prefetching rate as possible within the constrained range to each segment in the unavailable set until the download capacity is used up. Theorem 1: The rates allocated with the proposed greedy algorithm are the optimal solution to problem (6) .
Proof: Let . In the proposed greedy algorithm, the unavailable set consists of three subsets: 1) , in which ; 2) , in which , there is only one segment in subset with prefetching rate ; and 3) , in which . In the proposed algorithm, the following relations hold: 1)
, 2) , 3)
, and 4) .
We compare the objective value of problem (6) under the proposed greedy algorithm with the objective value under any other allocation scheme. In the proposed algorithm, . In the other allocation scheme, . Then
. Since and , we replace with , then we have the following inequality:
. Therefore the rates allocated with the proposed greedy algorithm maximize the objective function of problem (6) . In other words, the rates allocated with the proposed greedy algorithm are the optimal solution to problem (6) .
We define a prefetched set containing those segments allocated with a positive prefetching rate. In the prefetched set , we categorize those segments allocated with a rate of into a complete set , and the other segments with a rate less than into an ongoing set . We have . The optimal rate allocation algorithm determines which segments will be prefetched and what is the rate for each prefetched segment. The unavailable set is varying with time, hence the optimal prefetching scheme is performed at every prefetching time.
B. Optimal Cache Replacement Policy
At the request time , the peer requests the next segment (e.g., segment ). At this time, the peer determines the new cache set . The construction of the new cache set can be formulated as an optimization problem: to maximize the reduction of the expected seeking delay given that the current position is segment by choosing the optimal segments from the old cache set and the prefetched set , subject to the constraint of the cache capacity . Mathematically, it is formulated as follows. (7) where is the new cache set, denotes the number of the segments in cache set , is the old cache set and is the prefetched set when segment is being watched.
We can find the optimal solution to problem (7) by choosing segments that have the largest value of AUR from the union set of and to constitute the new cache set . Comparing the new cache set with the old cache set , we know which segments should be ejected from the new cache set, and which segments will be filled into it. Therefore the optimal solution to problem (7) actually provides the optimal cache replacement policy. If the newly filled segments are in the ongoing set , the peer needs to complete the download of these segments before starting the next-round prefetching. The chosen ongoing segments will be downloaded completely at time , where is the prefetching shift for segment . The optimization problem for cache replacement is computed at time . However, the new cache set is not formed until the prefetching time .
V. SIMULATIONS
In the simulations, we choose a video clip of 30 minutes. The video is evenly divided into 90 segments. Each segment has a fixed duration of 20 seconds. We randomly generate the seeking behaviors of 1000 sessions as follows. At the current segment , a peer will seek forward (including sequential playback) with a forward probability uniformly distributed between 0.75 and 0.95. Otherwise, it will seek backward. The popularity of the segments in the forward set or backward set follows a Zif distribution with a shape parameter uniformly distributed between 0.7 and 1.4. The segment with a higher popularity is more likely to be chosen as the destination segment. The peers participating in this video session collect the seeking statistics from the 1000 sessions and estimate the segment access probability , which is used to guide their seeking behaviors. In the default setting, the cache capacity is 15 segments, the upload capacity for each segment is uniformly distributed between 1000 Kbps and 1400 Kbps, and the download capacity at the receiving peer is 1600 Kbps. The playback rate of the video is 500 Kbps. In the hybrid sketches for collecting the seeking statistics, we set the threshold to 4. If the number of seek IDs in a seeking record is no larger than 4, the hybrid sketch is the enumeration of all the seek IDs. Otherwise, the hybrid sketch is a FM sketch, which consists of 4 bitmaps, each having a length of 11 bits.
A. Performance Evaluation of Seeking Statistics Aggregation
We first evaluate the performance of seeking statistics aggregation by comparing the proposed hybrid sketches with the intuitive approach. The receiving peer can collect a part or all of the seeking statistics from the previous 1000 sessions to estimate the segment access probability . We define a sampling ratio , where is the number of the seek IDs that have been collected, and is the number of the total seek IDs in 1000 sessions. We evaluate the compression ratio at different sampling ratios in Fig. 3(a) . The compression ratio is defined as , where is the space size with the intuitive approach at sampling ratio , and is the space size with the hybrid sketches at sampling ratio . The intuitive approach simply enumerates the seek IDs for each seeking record, and the space requirement for a seeking record increases linearly with the number of the seek IDs. With the proposed hybrid sketches, the space requirement for a seeking record is fixed at 44 bits when the number of the elements in the seeking record is larger than 4. Each seeking record is represented with a hybrid sketch. At a larger sampling ratio, more seek IDs for a seeking record are collected. Therefore a hybrid sketch represents more seeking statistics, thus leading to a larger compression ratio, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The average counting error at different sampling ratios is shown in Fig. 3(b) . The counting error for seeking type at sampling ratio is defined as , where is the real access count for seeking type at sampling ratio , and is the access count for seeking type estimated from the proposed hybrid sketch. The intuitive approach enumerates all the seek IDs for each seeking type, thus achieving a zero counting error. When the access count for a seeking type is no larger than 4, the hybrid sketch uses the same counting method as the intuitive approach, hence the counting error is 0. When the access count for a seeking type is larger than 4, the hybrid sketch uses FM sketch to estimate the count, which introduces a counting error. At a larger sampling ratio, a larger portion of seeking types have an access count larger than 4, which means FM sketches take a larger portion among all the hybrid sketches. This increases the average counting error, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Even so, the maximum average counting errors at full sampling is still very small (e.g., no larger than 6.0%). The proposed hybrid sketches introduce a small counting error in counting the access count for each seeking type, which is tolerable in the applications of user behavior prediction.
In the simulation, we set the real segment access probability computed from the seeking statistics in the 1000 sessions as the benchmark, and use Mean Relative Error (MRE) to measure the accuracy of the estimated segment access probability at different sampling ratios. The relative error of the estimated segment access probability for seeking behavior at sampling ratio is defined as , where is the segment access probability for seeking behavior estimated from the hybrid sketches at sampling ratio , and is the real segment access probability for seeking behavior computed from the seeking statistics in the previous 1000 sessions. MRE is the mean of the relative errors among all the seeking behaviors. A more accurate estimation of segment access probability can be obtained by aggregating more seeking statistics, at the cost of a larger information size maintained at each peer. This tradeoff is shown in Fig. 4 . At a larger sampling ratio, more seeking statistics are aggregated, leading to a larger size of the hybrid sketches for each peer. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , when the sampling ratio is increased from 0.2 to 1.0, the average information size at each peer is increased by 1.61 times. At the cost of a larger information size, a more accurate estimation of the segment access probability can be obtained. We see in Fig. 4(b) that MRE is reduced from 0.47 to 0.09 when the sampling ratio is increased from 0.2 to 1.0. At a partial sampling, each peer may collect the seeking statistics from different sessions, thus leading to a different segment access probability. This is reflected in the standard deviation of estimated segment access probability shown in Fig. 4(c) . If each peer collects all the statistics from the previous 1000 sessions, everyone will have a common segment access probability, with a standard deviation of 0.
The segment access probability estimated from the hybrid sketches at full sampling is shown in Fig. 5(a) . The MRE in this case is 0.09. A small MRE indicates that the estimated segment access probability is close to the real one. We observe that most of the peaks appear in the positions, indicating that the peer does sequential playback at most of the moments. We also show the conditional access probability given that the current position is segment 7 in Fig. 5(b) . The conditional probability estimated from the hybrid sketches matches well with the real conditional probability.
B. Performance Evaluation of the Prefetching Scheme
We compare the seeking delay in two prefetching schemes: 1) the proposed prefetching scheme, as described in Section IV; and 2) the sequential prefetching scheme, in which the peer prefetches the segments next to the current segment sequentially, and the segments closest to the current viewing position are cached in priority.
We generate 100 sessions, in which the peer performs guided seeks based on the segment access probability learned from the previous seeking statistics at full sampling. The initial cache is empty, and the downloaded segments are cached until the cache buffer reaches its capacity, then the cache replacement is performed to maintain the cache level at its capacity. The seeking behaviors can be classified into the sequential playback from the current segment to the next segment , and the nonsequential seeks from the current segment to segment while . In the conditional access probability at Fig. 4 . Tradeoff between the average size of the hybrid sketches and the estimation accuracy of the segment access probability at different sampling ratios: (a) average size of the hybrid sketches at each peer, (b) mean relative error of the estimated segment access probability, and (c) standard deviation of the estimated segment access probability.
current segment , the next segment always has the highest probability among all the segments. Therefore the next segment will be prefetched prior to the other segments, which guarantees the continuity of the sequential playback. We focus on the examination of the seeking delay incurred by the nonsequential seeks. We define the average seeking delay as the average of the seeking delays of the nonsequential seeks. Fig. 6(a) shows the seeking delay for each nonsequential seek in an individual session. Among total 15 nonsequential seeks, the proposed prefetching scheme achieves zero seeking delay for nine seeks. The average seeking delay in the proposed prefetching scheme is 3.18 s, which is smaller than the sequential prefetching scheme by 3.51 s. Fig. 6(b) shows the average seeking delays in 100 sessions, the proposed scheme reduces the average seeking delay by 4.0 s in average over the sequential prefetching scheme.
We define the playback continuity as , where is the total playback time, and is the total seeking delay. If all the seeking delays are zero, the payback continuity will be 1, indicating a fluent playback without any gap. Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the average playback continuity among 100 sessions between the proposed prefetching scheme and the sequential prefetching scheme. The proposed prefetching scheme improves the playback continuity compared to the sequential prefetching scheme because the proposed scheme reduces the total seeking delay . This improvement is more significant when the number of nonsequential seeks is increased.
The proposed prefetching scheme minimizes the expected seeking delay at every viewing position. In order for fair comparison, we keep the cache set empty, and compare the expected seeking delay between the two prefetching schemes. The proposed scheme prefetches the segments with a larger AUR in priority, thus greatly reducing the expected seeking delay. As shown in Fig. 8 , the proposed scheme reduces the expected seeking delay by 1.58 seconds in average among different segments over the sequential prefetching scheme.
The seeking delay is dependent on both the upload capacity and download capacity. In the P2P VoD applications, the segment is served by one or multiple serving peers who are buffering it. Therefore the upload capacity of a segment is different from segment to segment. We vary the average upload capacity from 500 Kbps to 1600 Kbps, and compare the average seeking delay between two prefetching schemes in Fig. 9(a) . Fig. 5 . Segment access probability estimated from the hybrid sketches at full sampling, (a) 2-D segment access probability P (x; y), and (b) conditional access probability given that the current position is segment 7. When the upload capacity is increased, the average seeking delay is reduced in both schemes. The proposed prefetching scheme outperforms the sequential prefetching scheme by 4.88 seconds in average. A larger download capacity allows the peer to prefetch more segments, thus reducing the seeking delay. As seen in Fig. 9(b) , the seeking delay in both schemes is reduced when the download capacity is increased from 800 Kbps to 2400 Kbps. Among different download capacity, the average seeking delay in the proposed prefetching scheme is 2.61-4.32 seconds smaller than that in the sequential prefetching scheme. Fig. 9 (b) also shows a tradeoff between the average seeking delay and the prefetching bandwidth usage. The playback rate of the video is 500 kbps. When the download bandwidth is 800 kbps, the user spends 300 kbps in prefetching extra segments, achieving an average seeking delay of 4.90 s. When the download bandwidth is 2400 kbps, the user can spend 1900 kbps in prefetching extra segments, thus obtaining a much smaller average seeking delay of 2.59 s.
We show the impact of the cache capacity to the average seeking delay in Fig. 10 . As we increase the number of the maximum cached segments, we can achieve a smaller seeking delay in both schemes. When the cache capacity is increased from 5 to 30 segments, the average seeking delay is reduced by 1.69 s in the sequential prefetching scheme and 2.28 s in the proposed scheme. Among different cache capacities, the proposed prefetching scheme improves the seeking delay by 3.89 s in average over the sequential prefetching scheme.
We also perform experiments to compare the communication overhead and the average seeking delay with different segment length. The communication overhead in collecting the seeking statistics depends on the number of the seeking types and the sampling period. The sampling period is defined as the time interval between two consecutive gossips. A smaller segment length leads to a larger communication overhead because 1) it produces a dramatically large number of seeking types, and 2) it requires a smaller sampling period in order to catch up with the faster prefetching pace. On the other hand, a smaller average seeking delay can be obtained with a smaller segment length. This tradeoff is shown in Fig. 11 . When the segment length is increased from 5 s to 30 s, the communication overhead used in collecting the seeking statistics with the proposed hybrid sketches is reduced from 59.0 Kbps to 4.0 Kbps, while the average seeking delay in the proposed prefetching scheme is increased from 1.18 s to 4.73 s. From Fig. 11(a) , we can see that the proposed hybrid sketches greatly reduce the communication overhead compared to the intuitive approach. From Fig. 11(b) , we can observe that the proposed prefetching scheme obtains a much smaller average seeking delay compared to the sequential prefetching scheme at different segment length.
In practice, some users may not follow the guidance. In order to study the performance under various user behaviors, we introduce a follow factor, defined as the ratio between the number of the seeks following the guidance and the total number of seeks. A follow factor of 1 means that all the seeks follow the guidance, while a follow factor of 0 means that all of the seeks are random, totally ignoring the guidance. We evaluate the average playback continuity among 100 sessions, in which the average number of nonsequential seeks is 20. As shown in Fig. 12 , the average playback continuity in the two prefetching schemes are almost the same when all the seeks are random (follow factor is 0). When the number of the seeks following guidance is increased, the average playback continuity in the proposed prefecthing scheme is increased greatly, reaching 0.942 when the follow factor is 1. On the other hand, the average playback continuity in the sequential prefecthing scheme remains basically at the same level regardless of the variation of the follow factor.
VI. PRACTICAL ISSUES
In P2P VoD applications with guided seeks, users seek to different segments frequently. It is critical for the peer to quickly locate the serving peers of the destination segment. In our framework, we use information-assisted peer search to quickly find the serving peers. This approach requires each peer to maintain a segment-location table, which consists of entries of three-component tuples (the segment no., IP address, and the update time). Each peer aggregates the segment location information when it collects the seeking statistics via gossips. The information exchange process is as follows. First, peer updates the segment location table based on its cache set. Second, peer exchanges the location information with the randomly chosen neighbors in a pair-wise way. In each pair-wise exchange, peer checks each segment entry in the segment-location table of its neighbor, and insert it into its segment-location table if the segment entry has not existed in its table, or the segment entry has a recent update time.
We use information-assisted random walks to find the serving peers of a segment. Peer first looks it up in the local segment-location table. If the the serving peers are found, peer will request the segment from them. Otherwise, peer sends the query to one or multiple of its neighbors, who will check their segment-location tables and feed back the locations of the serving peer to peer if they are found. With the assistance of segment-location tables, the serving peers are expected to be located within less hops compared to the random walks without information assistance [31] , thus greatly reducing the search delay and the search overhead.
In P2P VoD applications, one of the practical problems is the peer dynamics (e.g., random join, departure or failure). In the proposed framework, we collect the seeking statistics and segment location information using gossip protocol, which proves to be robust to the peer dynamics [32] . If a peer leaves the P2P network, the information (e.g., seeking statistics and segment-location information) at this peer has been spread to the other peers prior to its departure with a high probability. When a new peer joins the P2P network, it can quickly aggregate the information by gossiping with other peers who have collected a lot of information.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a distributed prefetching framework to reduce the seeking delay in P2P VoD applications. We proposed the concept of guided seeks. With guidance, users can efficiently seek to the exciting or interesting segments. The guidance information is learned from the seeking statistics in the previous and/or concurrent sessions. It is a nontrivial task to aggregate the seeking statistics in distributed P2P networks. We designed the hybrid sketches to represent the seeking statistics, thus eliminating the double-counting problem, and greatly reducing the space and time complexity. After aggregating the seeking statistics, we estimated the segment access probability, base on which we developed an optimal prefetching scheme and an optimal cache replacement policy to minimize the expected seeking delay at every viewing position. The simulations results demonstrated that the proposed prefetching framework can significantly reduce the seeking delay compared to the sequential prefetching scheme. In the future, we will implement and deploy a real P2P VoD system with the feature of guided seeks.
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